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Local Food Market Relationships:
Producers
• Are you an experienced, new, or future farmer or food
processor?
• Is your food business micro, small, or medium size?
• Do you want successful market relationships with local
food buyers?
It can be a challenge for local food producers to access retail and
restaurant markets and existing wholesale distribution systems.
You can strengthen your position in the local food market by paying attention to some key elements in your trading relationships
(see Part 1: Elements of Success), and by identifying current critical market challenges facing local food producers (Part 2: Gaps).
You can also access additional information about local food market relationships in the restaurant, retail, and wholesale sectors
– please refer to Part 3: Resources.

Part 1: Elements of Success
Successful relationships with local food buyers are central to building your business, expanding capacity for regional food production, and strengthening local economies.
Here are ﬁve key elements of successful local food market relationships for producers to tune into:
1. Planning
2. Communications
3. Marketing
4. Distribution
5. Education

Element 1: Planning
It takes research and planning to learn about the expectations and
requirements that are particular to diﬀerent markets, and if you
are willing and able to meet them.
Relationships 101 ... All healthy relationships start inside and
have a greater chance of thriving when you know what you want.
Planning helps bring this kind of clarity and insight to your business. When you develop or extend your markets (external relationships), ﬁrst take time to examine your business internally. Identify
what you want and need in your trading relationships, and why.
If you haven’t already, get to know yourself in terms of your business. Explore:
• Why am I in business, what are my primary goals and
values?
• What am I good at and enjoy?
• Are there any parts of my business that I could contract
out (ie. marketing, deliveries)?
• Where can I stretch onto new ground?
• Where can I take a risk?

Your answers will help you match your business’s current or desired scale of production with potential trading partners (and their
requirements), identify where and how you can be ﬂexible, and
where future growth potential exists.
Values-based ... In the local food market industry, values-based
businesses are very common. These values may include trust,
respect, reciprocity, ﬂexibility, as well as many others. Participants
in this sector often consider themselves to be engaged in a “value
chain” – the process of moving high quality products through the
market using communication, coordination, and collaborative decision-making – rather than the conventional, competitive supply
chain.
These values also extend into your business relationships. Your relationships will be more successful when you make a commitment
to your trading partners, and then show up with respect, consistency, and good communications.
Plan, Plan, Plan ... Business plan, production plan, marketing
plan – planning can be as formalized or free-form as you like. But
if you want to successfully bring your product into an existing
commercial market, you need to design your business with intelligent, ﬂexible systems that work and that can change and grow.
Ultimately, you have to decide where you are going to focus your
energies (growing/ processing, marketing, distributing), and decide if and how you can partner up with other people on some of
these activities.
Remember, you created your business so you can do what you do
best – and have a good time doing it!
Business Planning ... Before you can take your product to market,
you need to do enough research to thoroughly know your product,
its costs of production, and which markets you can realistically
target and their diﬀerent requirements and expectations. You also
need to know precisely how to price and bring your product to
your chosen markets.

Try to steward your resources and maximize your eﬀorts. Explore:
• Are there any niche or unusual markets I can sell into or
buy from?
• Is there an opportunity to stretch into an unevenly
matched market relationship with value-added?
• How can I manage unplanned surpluses and
opportunities?
• Which business elements can I contract out so I spend
most of my time and energy doing what I do best and
love?
A good way to start this process is to connect with a few buyers
in your preferred markets, and invite them to describe how their
industry works and what they need in a trading partner. Ask them
about current and emerging trends.
Talk to other producers and ask them how they bring their products to market. This will help you choose the markets that best
match the scale and values of your business.
For additional business planning resources, see Part 3: Resources.

Element 2: Communication
Your market research and business planning processes show you
which local food marketing relationships can serve you best. And
as you start building these relationships, communication becomes
the single most important element for success. Its importance cannot be overstated.
Communication is essential for understanding what your trading
partners (and their customers) need, and to establish the necessary
trust that you will both hold to your agreements.
Communicate with purchasers ... Talk to your buyers to pre-plan
your production, timelines, and cycles; about order and delivery
scheduling; about trends and opportunities. Ask them about their
needs and requirements (ie. product packaging and labeling, insurance, CFIA and food safety).
Know your product’s regular order volume and turnover for each
of your markets. Track it closely, and quickly communicate with
your buyer about any changes. For example, if a retailer or wholesale distributor orders and buys more than they can sell, you may
end up dealing with short-dated product when it is returned to
you – at your cost.
Communicate with other producers ... The demand for local
food is expanding faster than producers can supply. Farmers can
connect together and explore opportunities to cooperate on seasonal crop selection, planting, pricing, and transportation.
Processors and farmers can also build market relationships that
match surplus production with processing opportunities.
Formalize your communications ... A bit of professionalism applied to your business’s communications goes a long way to help
create healthy, sustainable market relationships. Learn and follow
the expected format for your markets.

For example, smaller purchasers may prefer the convenience and
immediacy of telephone communications. However, many commercial buyers expect their marketing communications to occur
by email, with a subject line that clearly identiﬁes your business
name, your product, and the date.
If you don’t know how to use email, ﬁnd someone who does and
add them to your team.
Agreements ... Diﬀerent sectors of the food market use diﬀerent
systems for making and recording trading agreements. Generally,
small, local transactions are very informal, with many based on
long-standing relationships that are maintained through trust and
communication. These relationships frequently operate in no-paper systems.
Trade transactions with larger and corporate markets are more
formalized, but in certain situations, agreements do not include
ﬁxed prices or volumes. Contracts are rare. Email communications
typically serve to track buy-sell arrangements.
So how do you make sure you are treated fairly and that you and
your trading partner both understand the terms of your agreement?
Tools for tracking agreements in the food market may include:
• Supply contracts: typically applied to international rather
than local trade
• Intent to purchase: for local products
• Purchase orders: numbered; matched to receiving orders;
provide proof of delivery
• Standing orders: typically for produce; volume only;
prices ﬂoat; conﬁrmed weekly
• Weekly fresh sheets: growers set a price determined
by cost of production; not volatile with competition or
market opportunity; seasonal stability beneﬁts buyers
with set menu prices

Determine the degree of formality your business needs, and bring
that position to discussions with your current and potential buyers.
Remember that even when contracts are in place, you will minimize the occurrence of surprises, misrepresentation, and misunderstandings when you establish healthy relationships and maintain good communications.
Set up and maintain an electronic and/or paper ﬁling system to
keep track of your market communications and commitments and
the agreements you make with your trading partners.

Element 3: Marketing
Marketing is a form of communication that deserves special attention because it is fundamental to the success of your business.
The process of getting your product to your customers involves
several critical factors, including researching and selecting your
markets, costing and pricing your product, designing its packaging
and labeling, and branding your name.
You can and should develop your marketplace relationships in
every phase of this process.
Entering a market ... You may sell your product to processors,
restaurants, retail grocers, or wholesale distributors. Through your
business planning, product development process, market research,
and operations, you’ve talked with buyers and other producers,
and identiﬁed potentially viable or actual markets that match your
business’s scale and values.
Make sure you understand the diﬀerent requirements and expectations of your chosen markets. The process to bring a product to
sale is unique to each market. Be clear about why you are choosing
a market, and about its process. Be prepared to meet the expectations particular to every market you decide to enter.

For example, to be retail-ready, you will need to meet all labeling
(ie. UPC) and packaging (ie. standard case size) requirements, be
insured, and prove that your product meets the necessary quality
and food safety standards.
Product pricing ... When you are costing out your product, determine a realistic selling price for each of your existing and potential markets, and then work backwards from there. Refer to your
business plan and include every expense and resource associated
with your business. Keep in mind that the process of meeting your
markets’ requirements will have a cost impact, and make sure that
you include this in your product pricing.
Plan to make as much money as you can – you can count on needing it eventually.
Packaging and labeling ... Good packaging is essential – be consistent and be professional. Your product represents you and your
business in all your market relationships. Be special and express
your product’s uniqueness, but do learn and apply the standard or
conventional packaging for your product.
For example, if you sell vegetables to a wholesale distributor or
large retail grocer, industry standard weights and box materials
vary by item. Use the right box for the produce you are supplying,
and clearly label it with the product, weight, and your business
name. Your buyers will remember how much they value the quality
and consistency of your product every time they handle it.
Design your packaging and labels according to the nature of your
market. Ask potential buyers and customers what they need, and
to review your prototypes. Test your design (farmers markets,
trade shows, family, friends) to get as much direct customer feedback as you can. You make a signiﬁcant investment in your packaging, labeling, and marketing materials. Make sure they are right
for you and your product before you commit to your ﬁnal design.
When your product is labeled, packaged, and ready to move
through your markets, plan in advance to make sure you stay

ahead of your supplies. You don’t want to delay delivery or compromise the quality of your relationships by running out of packaging materials or reverting to generic.
Building a brand ... Whether you are selling fresh farm products
or processed goods, you are building name recognition for both
your product and your business with every sale. Use your market
research and relationships to get ready for the marketplace. Ensure
your marketing plan is rooted in your business plan and is comprehensive.
Once you introduce your product into the market, you won’t want
to make any signiﬁcant changes – it will cost you money, time, and
brand recognition.

Element 4: Distribution
Although buyers and sellers have met in food markets since the
advent of agriculture, trading relationships have changed radically
in recent times as these markets have extended to global proportions (for more information, see Part 2: Gaps). Local primary
producers and processors are now challenged by conditions that
can block their access to markets.
Market access ... Current distribution infrastructure and systems
don’t always serve micro-small-medium producers and buyers. Be
persistent, patient, and creative.
Given the absence of formal agreements, two primary challenges
for producers are accessing existing distribution systems, and once
there, achieving clearer commitments from buyers.
For example:
• Forward contracts are not common.
• Meeting minimum orders can be a barrier.

Producers carry a signiﬁcant proportion of the market risk, and
many experience a lack of trust in buyers.
There is a perception that distributors need to be more accessible
to new suppliers so local food market relationships can develop.
Meet expectations ... Generally, commercial buyers expect their
suppliers to meet them on the ﬁeld of business with a professional
manner. If you value and practice an informal, casual style when
selling your product, you will likely be most successful in a more
personal, intimate market based on consumer-direct sales. To succeed in the mainstream commercial food market, you need to take
a more professional approach.
Regardless of the distribution system you choose, you must be
reliable and honour all your commitments. Show up on time with
every communication and delivery. Your product must be consistent in quality and quantity, and meet all the standards that you
have identiﬁed in your research and that have been set out by your
buyers. If something changes, communicate with your buyer in
a timely manner so they can adjust. Remember, they have other
commitments to meet that depend on your product.
Each market has its own particular expectations and requirements. Learn what they are, and be prepared to meet them.
For example, if you are selling fresh produce to a restaurant, the
chef is counting on your product for their daily service, and needs
it there on time and in a condition that is ready for the kitchen. If
you are selling to a retail grocer, your product must be completely
retail-ready and your invoicing materials clear and professional.
If you are selling to a wholesale distributor, your product must be
packaged in industry standard boxes and delivered on properly
built pallets.
If you are selling fresh produce, carefully manage your post-harvest handling to ensure its optimal condition when it is received
(ie. freshness, temperature, packaging).
Deliver the goods ... In BC, food moves through three main
markets: retail food, food service to hotels, restaurants, and hotels
(HRI), and directly from producers to consumers.

As a producer, use what you know about your business, your markets’ requirements and expectations, and local and global inﬂuences to choose how to best deliver your product into your chosen
markets. Depending on the scale of your business and the volume
you are selling, decide whether trading directly with restaurant
and retail buyers or through wholesale distributors best serves
your needs.
Then decide if you will deliver your own goods or arrange delivery for hire. Carefully examine all the costs and beneﬁts of each
approach. You may learn that your resources are best applied
within your immediate sphere of inﬂuence (producing) rather than
spending valuable time and money on transportation. Many small
producers spend long hours waiting in traﬃc and receiver lineups
to drop oﬀ a box or two of goods.
Network and collaborate ... Producers often duplicate eﬀorts to
get their product to market. In addition to building relationships
within existing distribution systems, get innovative and create new
systems. Look for opportunities to communicate and collaborate
with other producers, and you may be able to translate competition into connection.
For example:
• Organize a small-scale distribution network for small
producers and processors.
• Coordinate transportation calendars, drop-oﬀ points, and
co-deliveries.
• Create an online brokering system on a cost-plus basis to
cover a website, warehouse, and truck.
• Help build a network for communication, education, skillsharing for local producers.
See where you can move outside your comfort zone, take advantage of emerging opportunities, and build new relationships.

Element 5: Education
Education is another special kind of communication that can enhance your relationships with all your customers and suppliers.
Educate yourself ... Develop an awareness of your business sector at every scale from local to global (even if your operations are
small). Be aware of conditions in larger markets that may have an
inﬂuence or impact on your own market. Knowledge about external trends and inﬂuences may bring new opportunities or advance
notice of pending risks.
Educate buyers and sellers ... Keep in mind that in the course of
operating your business, you are likely both a seller and a buyer.
Regardless the nature of a business, everyone is buying from a
market (your inputs) and selling into another (your products).
Tune into what works for you in all your trading relationships,
and use that awareness to build success with your primary market
partners. You can learn from your trading partners how their business works, and help them learn about yours.
Educate consumers ... Although markets for local, fresh products
are expanding in response to increasing demand, many consumers do not have local food on their shopping list. And while many
commercial buyers recognize the value of localizing food production, their customers continue to prioritize convenience and cost
in their food purchases.
You can use your products and your market relationships to help
shift consumer awareness and behaviour toward support for local
food. For example, if you sell your product to a retail grocer, you
can provide in-store demonstrations that help build your sales and
share information about the value of local production at the same
time.

Part 2: Gaps
Local food producers face critical market challenges largely due to
the prevailing dominance of the global food market. Barriers to the
market exist, accompanied by minimal local food infrastructure
and systems in most communities. In addition, access to business
development resources and extension services are limited by a
systemic focus on large-scale, export-based agribusiness.
Less than a third of food distributor sales in BC are local products
for local consumption.
Market structure ... Food market players in BC include largescale traders, small-scale individual traders, large companies, and
farmers associations and cooperatives. An increase in the small
to medium size market share would help provide greater price
certainty, but many local producers face barriers to entering the
existing food market as it is currently structured.
Distribution ... The mainstream food distribution network in
BC is controlled by large distribution and wholesale companies
that operate on a basis of low cost, large volumes, and consistent
quality. This network supplies the retail sector (60% of total commercial food sales in BC in 2005), and the hotel, restaurant, and
institutional sectors (the remaining 40% of food product sales).
The retail market is served primarily by wholesaler distributors,
while 90% of the hotels, restaurants, and institutions (HRI) buy
from food service distributors (FSDs). Wholesale distributors are
primarily owned by large retail chains such as Overwaitea Food
Group, Safeway, and IGA as well as other corporations that do not
own retail outlets. Most food service sales in the region are controlled by FSDs. Two large FSDs, Sysco and Gordon Food Services,
control about 60-65% of the food market in BC.
Smaller, local producers are challenged to enter this highly-centralized distribution system due to several factors. Many buyers
choose to access products through this system because it meets

their needs for just-in-time delivery of large volumes, consistent
quality, and service-ready packaging. In addition, they may not be
enthusiastic about supporting local producers because of concerns
about increased administrative costs and food safety.
Although there is growing recognition in the industry about the
beneﬁts to their bottom line of increasing local production and
sales, and buyers are increasingly willing, the system is still inherently inﬂexible and creates barriers for buyers who do wish to
purchase seasonal and locally produced food.
An alternative distribution system exists in the Lower Mainland,
but lacks the scale and consistent supply advantages enjoyed by
the mainstream system. Locally-based distributors may experience
restricted access to the mainstream system due to the small scale
of local supply, its seasonal production and higher per unit pricing,
lack of supporting infrastructure such as processing, and limited
scale and fragmentation in the production sector.
Wholesale product auctions exist in all major Canadian cities
except Vancouver.
Business development ... The costs of operating a farm are rising
but for farmers, earnings are not, resulting in lower proﬁts for
many farm businesses in BC. In the midst of an international farm
crisis, local producers are increasingly challenged to build and
maintain viable businesses. And the smaller scale of BC processing
plants and higher per unit production costs have constrained the
economic viability of local, medium to large scale processing.
More than ever before, in these challenging times farmers and
small scale processors need access to business development resources and appropriate ﬁnancing. However, few support programs are currently geared toward assisting small to medium size
local food production.

Extension services ... Historically oﬀered by provincial and federal governments, professional agricultural extension services can
provide technical assistance to producers in such areas as production planning, season extension, sustainable production practices,
food safety, and post-harvest handling. This information helps
increase the capacity of local producers to meet wholesale buyer
requirements, such as quality, volume, consistency, packaging, liability, and food safety.
In recent years, these services have been signiﬁcantly limited by
budget and personnel reductions, and those that remain are increasingly directed towards the export and agri-business sectors.

Part 3: Resources
Marketing
Local Food Market Relationships: Buyers
Local Food Market Relationships: Restaurants
Local Food Market Relationships: Retail
Local Food Market Relationships: Wholesale/ HRI and Processors
Marketing Local Food
(Minnesota Institute for Sustainable Agriculture)
http://www.misa.umn.edu/Publications/MarketingLocalFood/
index.htm

Business Planning
The Complete Guide to Building a Sustainable Business
http://www.misa.umn.edu/Publications/
BuildingaSustainableBusiness/index.htm
Business Planning for Small-Scale Community Farming
Enterprises
http://www.communityfarms.ca/people/busPlanning.shtml

Producer Training
Farmer and food production training programs
http://foodsecurevancouver.ca/knowledge-and-agency/
educational-programs-resources/farmer-food-productionprograms
Small Scale Food Processor Association: Courses for Food
Processors
https://www.ssfpa.net/index.php?option=com_content&view=
article&id=124&Itemid=91
Small Scale Food Processor Association: Food Safety Planning
Portal for Food Processors
http://foodsafety.ssfpa.net/

Support for Farmers
Grants and loans for farmers
http://www.communityfarms.ca/resources/grantsLoans.shtml
Agri-Teams. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands
www.agf.gov.bc.ca/resmgmt/sf/Contacts.htm
BC Agricultural Research and Development Corporation
(ARDCorp)
www.ardcorp.ca/
Certiﬁed Organic Associations of BC
www.certiﬁedorganic.bc.ca/
Strengthening Farming. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands
www.agf.gov.bc.ca/resmgmt/sf/about.htm
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